an introduction to surfing the last frontier

Dedicated to the wild coasts of Alaska
and the pioneering spirits they foster.
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Foreword
If you aren’t cool before surfing in Alaska, you will be
afterwards. I joke, of course: The truth is that surfing
in Alaska is nowhere near as cold an experience as
most people assume.
This ebook aims to give anyone interested in surfing
Alaska the basic information needed to strike out on
their own search. In the following pages, you will
discover the challenges that await you, and the information and strategies necessary to face them. These
include appropriate gear choice, skills in forecasting,
knowledge of tides, and the low down on other grizzly topics, such as bear safety.
Alaskan surfer Kyle Kornelis post session on a cold winter day
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The intention of this book is not to sterilize the Alaskan experience, or to do away with the mystery and
joy of exploration. The information contained within
will not rob you of your sense of discovery. Rather,
it will enable to you explore deeper. Building upon
the foundation laid by the pioneer surfers of this
area, you will be prepared to create your own experience, one which may culminate in your riding a wave
through one of the most ruggedly beautiful regions
in the world. For you, as it has for those before you,
Alaska will truly be “The Last Frontier”.
This basic guide is meant to start you on your own
journey of discovery, equipped with the knowledge
necessary for successful surf-exploration, not to
mention survival. When you arrive and before you
peels a picture perfect dream, a flawless, empty wave
set against a majestic, snow-frosted wilderness—my
hope is that you will have enough neoprene to keep
your fingers and toes intact, but not so much that you
waste the fleeting moments of remaining daylight
trying to squeeze into it.
My name is Scott Dickerson, and I am a photographer and owner of Surf Alaska. In this ebook you
will find the knowledge that I have gained through
15 years of surfing around Alaska. Each of us has our
own ideas about surfing the in the Last Frontier, but
I’d like to think that the general themes and advice
provided in this book would be agreed upon by most.
We all still have a lot to learn about surfing here, and
I hope that you will join us in in this adventure.
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Difficult, but not
impossible
Surfing in Alaska requires a special kind of stoke:
One that can warm a Fairbanks cabin on abitter cold
winter night, or savor an ice-cream headache like it’s
made by Haagen-Dazs. In other words, you have to
want it. Bad.
The Alaskan surfer has a myriad of obstacles to surmount. Accessing waves in Alaska is often exception-

Gartly Curtis overcoming the obstacles to surf a Cook Inlet
winter storm.

ally difficult and costly. It helps to share the expenses
but it’s not always easy go find buddies to join you
from such a small surf community. In winter, the
waves can pump, but minimal daylight hours leave
narrow windows of opportunity especially combined
with tidal fluctuations that are enormous year round.
Knowing when to even try and go isn’t easy with
minimal surf forecasting available. If you overcome

all these challenges you better have some good quality gear so you can enjoy yourself and avoid hypothermia.
But don’t lose heart. In the next few sections we will
address these challenges, and by the end of this short
book you will possess the knowledge that has taken
me many years to learn.
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Access
Alaska has over 34,000 miles of coastline (over
40,000 according to some estimates). To give you a
bit of perspective, that is more than the entire lower 48 states combined. Unfortunately, only a small
fraction of that coastline is easily accessible by road.
A road vehicle will not provide very little access to
waves though they are usually necessary to get you
from your accommodations to an airplane or boat.
With the help of the Alaska Marine Highway ferry
system there are a precious small handful of breaks
that you can drive to.
As the statistics indicate, Alaska has far more surf
spots that aren’t accessible by car than that are. To really tap the potential of this rugged coastline, you are
going to need to look into alternative means of transportation. This may mean hiring a boat or plane, or
depending on friends, or friends of friends, who have
alternative means of locomotion. The good news is
that practically every other Alaskan has a bush plane,
or at least a boat. If you are new to Alaska, don’t give
up: Eventually you will meet someone who is looking for a reason to go exploring. And if not, there are
plenty of air charter services and water taxis awaiting your call. Chartering boats and airplanes can be
an expensive undertaking, however, so ingratiating
yourself with the locals is definitely advised.
When chasing surf by boat or plane you are making a substantial investment in the search so do your
homework. There are a lot of factors that need to
come together for this to work so minimize the mysteries. Keep the following tips in mind. When trav-

eling by bush plane you won’t be able fit any board
longer than 8’6” into the ubiquitous Cessna 206.
In addition, not every floatplane pilot will land in
saltwater, and most that do are only willing to land
when it’s calm (i.e. when the waves are not pumping).
Beach landings are possible, but only in some places
and with some pilots. Boats are slow and expensive,
while airplanes are fast and very expensive, so do
some research before making a decision. In the end,
you might be surprised which is the cheaper way to
get from point A to point B. There are many variables
to consider between boats and planes, but usually the
choice is made clear by available time, or whether a
plane can even do the job. Many swells are short lived
in Alaska so timing is critical.
There is no substitute for local knowledge. Just looking at a map it’s hard to know whether a plane could
land on that beach, or if a boat could safely anchor
nearby, ask around enough and you’ll find someone
who has these answers. Consider every boat captain
and pilot that you meet a potential resource for critical logistical information, many have spent their entire lives exploring the Alaskan waters. If you find
one that actually knows what a surfable wave looks
like you’ve stuck gold, bring him fresh baked cookies,
coffee, a map, and a pencil.
For long travels check out Alaska Airline’s frequent
flier rewards program. Although intrastate air travel
is relatively expensive, low rewards points quotas
make for some great deals.
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Community
Aside from a wetsuit, the most valuable thing an Alaskan surfer has is
his network of surfing buddies. Although the same may not hold true in
Southern California, in Alaska you will get a lot more waves together than
you will on your own. It’s hard to maintain the motivation to drive five
hours when you know that you’ll be surfing choppy, ankle-high windswell
all by yourself. Load the car up with some friends, though, and maybe a few
pair of skis as backup, and suddenly you have a fun weekend ahead of you.
Remember, this is Alaska: A windy, rainy surf/camp trip is always more fun
with someone else along, not to mention safer.
By pooling your experience, resources, finances, knowledge and gear, everyone
involved will catch more waves. Two heads are better than one when it comes to
thinking your way out of a sticky situation, and together you might finally be able
to afford to charter a plane out to that mysto spot you’ve been eyeing in Prince
William Sound. Most importantly, you’ll have the added benefit of not being the
only guy in the water. Many surfers come to Alaska with romanticized dreams of
surfing alone, but I can tell you from years of personal experience that surfing is
more fun, not to mention easier, when it is shared with friends.
Fortunately, a small but friendly Alaskan surfing community is well within your reach. You can make a good start by following the SurfAlaska.net blog
and “liking” us on Facebook. Think about what you have to offer the community, bring a smile, and a keep a positive attitude, and you’ll be welcomed. Reciprocity is powerful, so try your best to bring something to the table. The common
thread bonding Alaskan surfers is a passionate desire to stay in the water, even in
the most inhospitable of environments—the simple fact that you share in this passion means you are already well on your way to becoming a part of the community.

Community links:
www.SurfAlaska.net
Surf Alaska on facebook

www.Surfrider.org
Surfrider Alaska on facebook
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Tides
Alaska has some of the largest tidal changes in the
world. Tides here are a deadly serious, cosmic matter:
The moon is out there, and it’s doing crazy things to
our surf breaks. Do not underestimate the effect of
tides on the surf in Alaska. A change in water depth
of only a few inches can have a dramatic effect on a
wave—take 20 feet of water out of the picture and it’s
likely you won’t even recognize the place.
A basic understanding of how tides work is essential
when attempting to navigate the diverse surfing conditions you will find in Alaska. As a rule, tidal changes are most extreme during the new and full moon
phases (termed “Spring Tides”), and least extreme
during the quarter moon phases, when the moon
appears to be half-full (termed “Neap Tides”). This
difference in tidal strength is due to the combined
gravitational influence of both the sun and the moon
on Earth’s aggregate body of water. Put simply, when
the sun and moon are aligned, the tides are more
extreme. When they are opposed, their respective
gravities counteract each other, causing a smaller difference from low tide to high.
Surfing the incoming tide (boretide) into Turnagain Arm,
Alaska

It is important to note that the apparent effect of the
sun and moon’s respective gravities on large bodies
of water is not consistent from one locale to another.
Many factors, such as geographic location, bathometry, and surrounding landforms, can have major effects on tidal changes in a given locale. In fact, what
is considered an extreme tidal change in one place
may not even register as a Neap tide in another. For
this reason, it is important to have updated, location
specific tide charts readily accessible any time you
are considering striking out after surf—particularly
in Alaska. Tide chart apps are also available for the
various smart phones. Tidal info is not hard to find,
it’s just hard to comprehend how much it affects the
surf in Alaska.
Along with tides come currents, and fluctuations in
weather and wind. At best, this is a complex system,
and my advice is to pay close attention, and bear in
mind that everything is always in a constant state of
change. When you are scoping a beach, remember
that in a couple of hours it is likely to look completely different. Keep a surf journal, detailing different
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spots and the conditions they thrive under. These
include not only tides, but swell direction and size,
and wind strength and direction as well. While out
surfing, always pay attention to the current tidal conditions. Specifically, is the tide ebbing or flooding,
and what is the present water depth? With practice,
you will start to develop an understanding of what
tide matches a specific swell height and direction at
each different spot. The tide apps on smartphones
are great for telling you the estimated height of tide
at any given time which very useful.
Tides create challenges, but facilitate life in the process. Learn to live and cooperate with them, rather
than thinking of them as a hindrance. Oftentimes a
swell hitting a coast will show no hope for producing a surfable wave at high tide, but then 4hrs later it
will be lit up with many surfable peaks. Patience and
persistance are the tools to deal with the tide.

A surfer walking over a sandbar at low tide. 30 minutes prior he
surfed on the sandbar he now walks on..
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Weather and
Temperatures
Alaska is a land of extremes. Although temperatures
are typically low, the weather is often anything but
predictable. It is important to always prepare for the
worst imaginable weather scenarios, so that if and
when they actually occur, you’ll come home with a
great story, instead of freezing to death in the wilderness.

The best surf in Alaska typically occurs in the spring,
fall, and winter months, so chances are high that
you’ll find yourself surfing in less-than-ideal weather
conditions. Furthermore, surfing is obviously done
on the coast, where weather patterns are often very
different than those inland. The ocean water may be
warmer than the air, but it doesn’t offer much pro-

tection from the wind. It is easy to become dependent on weather forecasts, but don’t forget that this
is Alaska, the land of adventure, and the weather can
change without warning.
In general, it is important to note that if everything
goes perfectly, you will still be swimming around in
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very cold water for multiple hours, effectively expending most or all of your energy. You will then
emerge from that cold water into cold air. Cold is
cold, but cold and wet is colder, so come prepared for
a quick warm up. (See the “Staying Warm” section
for tips on beating the cold.)
Many surfers are surprised at how warm (relatively
speaking) the water in Alaska actually is, particularly if they have surfed in locations like Washington,
where the water is remarkably cold due to ocean currents. The reality is that water temps vary seasonally,
and can change by more than 10ºF in many Alaskan
locations. As a general rule, the water warms up all
summer and cools off all winter. This means that you
might find relatively warm water in November, even
though air temps may dip below zero. Conversely,
May could find you lounging on the beach in shorts
and a t-shirt, while water temps are hardly above
freezing.
Alaska is too big to generalize. There are many different climate zones within this one state, and the
seasons vary greatly. You will need to do some focused research to ascertain the sorts of temperatures
and weather you should expect from one location to
another.
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Forecasting
There are a few spots in Alaska with online surf reports, but the wise Alaskan surfer does his own forecasting. Relevant information is available from many
sources, but the most important of these are your
eyes. While the marine, public, and aviation weather
forecasts are all helpful, the grand scale of the region, combined with relatively limited forecasts and
observed information, makes it hard to get a clear
picture of what is really happening out there. Many
forecasts cover enormous expanses, and it is typical
for conditions to vary widely within each forecasted
region.
The National Weather Service (NWS) issues marine
forecasts every day at 4am and 4pm. You can access
these through some radio stations, VHF or weather
radios, and online at http://pafc.arh.noaa.gov/marfcst.php. These forecasts are a good source for wind
and sea state predictions; combine them with the
NWS public and aviation forecasts, and you will have
a good grasp on forecasting in Alaska. For tracking
longer period swells and bigger weather systems
the various surf forecasting websites such as Magic
Seaweed - http://magicseaweed.com/Alaska-SurfForecast/82/ (Check out the charts at the bottom of
the page) and the Fleet Numerical Meteorology and
Oceanography Center (FNMOC) website
- https://www.fnmoc.navy.mil/wxmap_cgi/index.
html (specifically the ww3 charts). It is important to
remember, though, that nothing beats experience,
whether it be your own, or that of a friend with some
local knowledge. The few spots that are listed on surf
forecasting websites are only the better known ones.

Don’t fall into the trap of thinking these are the only
places to surf Alaska.
For the complete beginner, there are a few basic concepts that will make surf forecasting a lot easier to
comprehend. First, it is important to remember that
the ideal situation is a swell-generating storm located
many thousands of miles away, blowing directly at
your coastline for an extended period of time. The
farther away the swell originates, the longer the period will be. Period indicates the length of time (in
seconds) between each wave, and is also an indicator
of the depth below sea level that the wave’s energy ex-

tends. Swells with long periods tend to be more organized and powerful, whereas locally generated swells
with short periods are typically weak and disorganized. It is important to note the effect that period
has on observed wave size. A swell with an interval
of 6-8 seconds may only be spinning a hundred feet
below sea level, whereas waves travelling in 15-18 second intervals can extend thousands of feet below the
surface of the ocean. This can have a surprising effect
on the observed size of breaking waves. Although it
may seem counterintuitive, a seven foot swell with
a 19 second period could very possibly produce bigger and more powerful breaking waves than a 19 foot
swell with a seven second period.
In addition, the interaction between period and the
seafloor shapes and contours of various surf breaks
can have a huge effect on the conditions a given swell
actually produces. For example, Rincon, in southern California, only breaks on long interval swells,
because for swell to wrap into the Rincon point, it
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must refract off of underwater landforms which are
located deep beneath the surface. Short period swells
don’t extend far enough below sea level to hit these
landforms, and thus do not refract into the break.
Similarly, various spots on the North Shore of Oahu
require swells with different periods to produce optimal conditions. Waimea Bay actually requires a large,
shorter interval swell, because energy from swells
with long periods is “stolen” and refracted away from
the Bay by deepwater outer reefs. Although this may
seem confusing at first, the basic concepts are quite
simple. Once you begin to grasp them, you can start
applying this understanding to the various breaks
you are attempting to forecast.
Swell direction is also an important factor to consider when surf forecasting. As a rule, swell that is
approaching a break on a straight, unimpeded path
will tend to result in larger observable waves than
swell that is wrapping up or down a coastline. Bigger
does not always mean better, however, as many spots
will close out on swells with too direct of an approach,
and require angled swells to break in an optimal fashion. Each spot is unique, and shines under different
conditions. This is where local knowledge comes into
play.
There are three basic types of waves, each breaking
differently, and in different types of conditions. Point
breaks typically refract swell around a point of land
(or associated underwater landforms), and are characterized by long, gentle, peeling waves, often breaking into a bay. Reef breaks are usually short, intense
waves caused by direct swell interaction with shallow underwater formations, and can be greatly affected by tides, swell direction, and other such facA long period point wave peels in an Alaskan Fiord.
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tors. Beach breaks are the least predictable, as they
are dependent on current sandbar formations to give
them shape. Good sandbars are often formed by irregularities in the coastline that cause a break up in
normal, symmetrical sand placement. River mouths,
large rocks, shipwrecks etc. located within the tidal
zone can result in excellent beach break waves. Every
break is different, though, with its own personality,
strengths, and weaknesses. This is what makes good
waves so special. Putting in the time and effort to get
a particular surf spot completely wired can be an incredibly satisfying experience.

As far as local weather is concerned, calm air or light
offshore winds typically produce the best conditions.
Since different waves face different directions, having a number of surf spots to choose from can help
to mitigate adverse wind conditions. Keep track of
forecasts and current conditions whenever you check
a surf spot, especially when you score good waves. It
is important to log these conditions for future reference.

men and pilots who love nothing better than talking
about their experiences with the weather. As such,
a local bar might not be the worst place to pick up
some useful data. The real goldmine, though, are the
fishermen or pilots that actually have surfing experience. I have run across more than a few old time surfers that were happy to share information they had
been harboring for years about secret waves discovered during their years working the Alaskan coast.

As I have mentioned many times in the preceding
pages, local knowledge is incredibly valuable, particularly when surf forecasting. Alaska is full of fisher-
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Daylight
Alaska is often referred to as “the land of midnight
sun.” It is true that in summer the days are unbelievably long and can seem to blend together, with only
short moments of near darkness around 1-3am before the sun rises again. In the far northern latitudes,
there is even a stretch of time in summer when the
sun never sets. This is only half the story, however.
The flip side is that during winter there is a stretch of
time when the sun never rises. As you move further
south, daylight hours become less extreme, and fortunately most surfing takes place in the southern half
of the state, where the sun sets and rises every day.
Daylight can become a serious issue, however, particularly in the dead of winter, when south-central
Alaska sees only six hours of surfable daylight. The
darkness of winter can severely limit surfing opportunities, for obvious reasons. When combined with
varying weather and tide conditions, short days can
often result in swells that go completely unridden.
We do have one secret weapon for overcoming winter
darkness, and that is the moon. When the ground is
blanketed in reflective white snow and the moon is
full and bright, it is completely possible, although arguably unreasonable, to surf at night.
In the summer, daylight is hardly a consideration.
The only challenge it creates can be a feeling of regret
that it can’t all be taken advantage of, especially after
having just endured a long, dark winter.
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Staying Warm
In this section, I won’t detail the obvious survival
tips that most Alaskan outdoorsmen should already
know, but instead will focus on warmth as it applies
specifically to surfing. Obviously to enjoy surfing in
Alaska you’ll need some solid gear which I cover in
detail later in the book. For this section I wanted to
share some tips I’ve found helpful for staying warm
even when the temps are dropping below what your
wetsuit is recommended for.
Bring a large jug (2-5 gallons) of hot water with you
and wrap your down jacket and rain gear around it
while you are surfing. When you are done surfing,
dump some of the hot water down your suit, allowing it to fill your mittens and booties. Your wetsuit
becomes your own personal hot tub! This is by far the
quickest way to warm up post session. An added bonus - just the idea of that jug of hot water sitting there
waiting for you can keep your hypothermic thinking from ending your session early. Sharing your hot
water with other surfers is also a great way to make
instant best friends. If you are really cold, don’t hesitate to drink as much of the hot water as possible, to
really warm yourself up from the inside.

Frederick Dickerson chilling in the slush.
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When suiting up before a session, leave your suit top
down around your waist and keep your down jacket
on, with your suit top and gloves stuffed inside. You
may think your surf booties are toasty, but they will
not keep your feet warm when walking around in the
snow, or even driving your car, so keep your snow
boots on until you are ready to sprint to the water.
Once you have changed into your surf booties, wrap
your snow boots up with your jug of hot water, and
leave them there until you are ready to change again.
The feet are often the first things to go, so do whatever
you can to keep them warm.
In winter, the water is usually warmer than the air, so
be prepared for a chill on the way back to the car. In
the summer, however, the opposite is often true. In
addition, wind chill can be a major factor. If it’s calm
out, 0°F can be quite comfortable, but with a 20mph
wind, 25°F can be downright miserable.
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Wetsuits
The most critical piece of equipment for surfing in
cold water has to be the wetsuit, followed closely
by booties and gloves. The most common question
we receive here at Surf Alaska is: “So, do you were
drysuits?” The answer: “They’re dry before we get in
the water.” Although there is innovation taking place,
and some drysuit designs can be worn comfortably
while surfing, for now at least, I am very happy with
my wetsuits. Typical drysuits are not ideal for surfing,
due to the fact that they are slippery on the surfboard,
prone to gasket leakage in surf conditions, uncomfortable in the water without pressure regulation,
expensive, and prone to failure. Drysuits have their
place, and if you plan to surf a kayak, I’d recommend

one. On an actual surfboard, however, wetsuits are
currently the way to go.
Wetsuit manufacturers publish recommended water temperature ranges for their suits, and these can
be helpful, particularly since wetsuits of the same
thickness, but made by different companies, can vary
greatly in warmth and quality. In general, it is safe
to say that from November through late March you
will want the warmest suit available. In late summer,
however, we wear anything from 1mm shorty suits
for stand up paddling to hooded 4/3mm suits on the
colder days. In fall and spring you will likely be comfortable in a good 4/3mm or 5/4mm suit with a hood.

There are many manufacturers making suits of high
enough quality that they can keep a surfer happy, or
at least functional, in slushy cold water with sub-zero
air temperatures, at least for a short session. Retail
prices for winter suits range from $250 to $1,000,
with the average price of a quality winter suit being
around $360. Typically, you can expect a good suit
to last approximately 100 sessions before it begins to
tire.
When looking at wetsuits, there are a few major factors for consideration. First, the thickness of the neoprene material. A typical cold water suit is 6/5/4mm
(chest/legs/arms). 5/4mm suits are usually suitable
for Spring/Fall, and a 4/3 should do you for the summer. How well the suit fits is critical. It doesn’t matter how thick a wetsuit is if water flushes through
every time you duck dive. On the other side of the
coin, a suit that is too small is restrictive, and can
cause shoulder injuries, amongst other problems. A
less obvious, yet important feature is the amount of
thermal lining on the inside of the suit. These fuzzy
linings add significant insulation value to a suit, but
do add additional weight, and somewhat limit flexibility. A realtively new development is air chambers
inside the neoprene. These small air pockets bring
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improved insulation value, and add warmth without
adding weight. Each manufacturer calls them by a
different name—airprene, air chamber technology,
aerodome, etc—but they are all essentially similar.
Neoprene rubber is still being manufactured using
traditional oil-based processes, but there are also
newer limestone-based technologies as well. With
the recent increase in the number of corporate and
boutique wetsuit manufacturers, the choices are
seemingly endless, and marketing hype is prevalent. As a general rule of thumb, however, thicker is
warmer. (Two factors that can change that equation
are thermal linings and battery powered heat.) There
will always be a trade-off, though, between warmth
and performance. Thicker suits are usually heavier,
and when those nice cozy thermal linings get wet,
they add to the weight of the suit. Thicker suits are
also more restrictive and tire your paddling muscles
more quickly. For these reasons, it is best to have a
suit that is no thicker than required by the conditions. Keep in mind though, cooling off is always easy,
warming up mid-session is a challenge. It’s possible,
though not ideal, to surf a 6/5mm suit year round in
Alaska so if you can only afford one, go warm.

Accessories
On all but the warmest summer days, the Alaskan
surfer will appreciate a good pair of booties and
gloves. When surfing in frigid conditions, the first
body part to go numb is usually your feet or hands.
This numbness then sidles on up your legs or arms.
Not surprisingly, loss of sensation from your knees
down does not help your surfing.
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Depending on the suit you are wearing, you may find
gloves and booties unnecessary on warm summer
days, and thin (1.5mm - 3mm) gloves and booties will
usually be enough to block the wind and maintain
warmth during typical summer sessions. In the cold
of winter, however, even 7mm mittens and boots can
feel thin.
There are a couple of misconceptions about cold water surfing accessories which should be addressed. It
has been said that tight booties give you the best control and connection with your board. While this may

be true when you are warm, once your feet go numb
you lose all sensation, so it is actually best to err on
the loose side, rather than going tight and restricting
blood flow to your extremities. Also, many surfers
resist mittens because they think there will be a sacrifice in dexterity. In my opinion, you will be much
happier with hands warmed by mittens than with
gloved fingers that have gone numb. Surf mittens are
surprisingly functional—it is even possible to operate a camera waterhousing in them—and holding
on to your surfboard is no problem. By keeping your
fingers grouped together and eliminating the blood

restricting pressure that gloves apply to each finger,
mittens are clearly the warmest option. The same
thinking applies to boots, those split toe designs tend
to leave you with a numb big toe.
When shopping for winter accessories look for durable and watertight seam construction. Water exchange in your boots or gloves is a major heat robber.
Occasional flushing is unavoidable in heavy surf but
there are a few things that can really help. First pick
gear that has long cuffs or tall ankles and then when
you put your suit on be sure to fold your wetsuit over
top of the gloves and boots.
The incredible stench potential of these winter boots
and mittens is awesome. The deadly recipe seems to
be saltwater, sweat, and extended periods of dampness. Three sure signs that you have actually been
using your gear. I’ve tried everything that’s crossed
my path to prevent it but nothing seems to work.
The speed of odor development can be slowed with
good rinsing and the various ‘odor eliminator’ solutions. However the inevitable bacteria growth will get
you sooner or later. You are not defenseless however,
white vinegar and/or mouthwash seem to be the
most effective deoderizers I’ve discovered along with
a good washing with wetsuit shampoo. Just remember, you are not alone in this battle.
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Surfboards
There are a few unique factors to consider when
choosing a board for surfing in Alaska. First, you can
count on wearing at least a full wetsuit, and often a
6/5mm full suit with a hood, mittens, and boots. All
this neoprene adds weight, so you might appreciate
a board with more flotation. In addition, cold water
tends to make boards feel like they have less flotation.
For these reasons, a little extra length or volume in
your board may be helpful.

With all of the challenges that Alaskan surfers face,
we often find ourselves surfing whatever waves we
can find. The reality is that the potato chip shredstick
that you took to indo might not be much fun in waist
high wind swell. Having multiple boards, or at the
very least a board that can handle a wide variety of
conditions, will up your fun factor.
Although there is currently a raging debate over the

pros and cons of traditional polyester construction
vs. newer epoxy resin construction, one thing that
has widely been agreed upon is that epoxy boards
are tougher. When stuffing boards into bush planes,
boat holds, and pickup beds the durability of epoxy
boards is valuable.
As mentioned earlier, larger boards are more difficult
to transport, and the most common bush plane, the
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Cessna 206, will not fit boards longer than 8’6”. Bear
this in mind, particularly if you are searching for surf
with a group of buddies. No one wants to be the guy
who gets left behind because his longboard takes up
too much space.
Finally, as controversial as they are, SUPs rule in
small waves. In my hometown, we used to put our
surfboards away in May and never pull them out
again until September—that was just the sad reality
of swell and weather patterns in my area. Now that
we have SUPs, however, we are surfing all summer
long, enjoying great sessions on little wind chop
waves that previously didn’t even look rideable. An
added bonus is the fact that you can take your SUP
out for flat water paddles virtually anytime you want,
helping you keep in shape for the next big swell.
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Bear Safety
Despite all of the hype, you are far more likely to die
from an auto accident on your way to work than to
be eaten by a bear in the wilds of Alaska. Because of
all the hype, however, we may as well give this grizzly
topic a little consideration.
In the 15 years that I have been surfing in Alaska, I
have never had any legitimately dangerous encounters with bears. Alaskan surfers actually have a few
things going for them when it comes to bear safe-

ty. First, bears hibernate all winter, sleeping right
through the best surf season. In the spring when they
do emerge from their dens they typically spend a
couple weeks eating a mostly vegetarian diet, not to
mention being chased around the forest by hunters.
That gives us at least half the year without any risk
whatsoever.
Furthermore, surfing is usually done near the ocean,
where coastal brown bears are often well fed by salm-

on returning to spawn in the rivers of their birth.
While this may result in an oversized population of
bears haunting your favorite river mouth break, the
good news is that they will be much more interested
in eating salmon than in eating you. As long as you
are not viewed as a food source, the only remaining
risk from bears is from being perceived as competition for their food, or a threat, especially to a sow
with cubs. Situations such as these can usually be
avoided through common sense and staying alert to
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your surroundings when in bear country.
There are many great resources available for advice
on getting along with these furry locals. I recommend the Alaska Department of Fish & Game’s
“Bear Behavior” brochure as a good start. You can
access it online at: http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.
cfm?adfg=livingwithbears.bearcountry. Bears, like
people, can have a variety of attitudes and personalities so pay attention and remember there are no rules
governing their behavior.
In general, do not crowd bears. Likewise, try not to
surprise them by accidentally (or purposefully, if
you are a crazy person) sneaking up on them. Bears
are always looking for something to eat, so do your
best not to look, act, or smell like food. If confronted,
make noise and pay attention. Running away might
work to escape an agro local surfer, but with bears
it is generally not a good idea as it can trigger their
predatory instincts. They might look fat and slow,
but don’t be fooled. Bears are hunters as well as scavengers so keep your campsites clean and don’t bring
your beef jerky into the tent for a midnight snack.
Encounters with bears are rare, and can be the highlight of an Alaskan surf trip. If you are genuinely terrified of bears, do some reading, and consider going
“bear viewing” to gain confidence.
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Other Local
Wildlife
Sharks are probably the most commonly feared animal in the ocean, and Alaska’s cold water may cause
one to assume that the most frightening of all sharks,
the great white, would frequent this area. While
there have been sightings of great white sharks in
Alaska, this is a rare phenomenon, and not a realistic
concern. In general, the only type of large shark that
is commonly observed in Alaskan waters is the salmon shark. Though related to the great white, salmon
sharks are aptly named—unless you are a salmon,
you have no reason to worry.
The sight of a killer whale’s dorsal fin cruising the
lineup is something you are likely to remember.
These whales are the mother of all ocean predators—
they regularly shred other whales, swimming moose,
and sea lions, and reportedly kill sharks for fun, playing with their dying prey like a cat with a mouse. I
don’t know why they have never munched a surfer,
but I sure hope it stays that way. Though they have
certainly had the opportunity, there has never been
a documented case of a fatal killer whale attack on
a human in the wild. Thus, while they may be scary,
killer whales are not really a concern—besides maybe causing you to soil the inside of your wetsuit.
As far as safety is concerned, sea lions are practically
the only Alaskan water creature worth paying attention too. Stellar sea lions are common throughout
Alaska, and though they are listed as endangered, any
surfer encountering one can easily imagine himself
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moving towards extinction. Despite their frightful physical specs, with a full gown male topping
2,500lbs and 10ft long, sea lions do not view surfers
as a food source. Their body language can be alarming, as they often approach in packs, wide-eyed and
barking, so it can be difficult at times to tell whether
they are just curious or are asking you to leave their
turf. Though I have never had a genuinely threatening encounter with a sea lion, I’ve heard stories about
adult females chasing surfers out of the water. This
type of behavior seems to be most common when
they feel like you are some kind of threat to their
pups, however. In general, when sea lions want you
to leave, they make it very clear, and it would be prudent to obey. Respect these locals and you shouldn’t
encounter any real trouble.
Seals are the smaller cousins of sea lions. Most encounters will be with harbor seals, which show great
interest in surfers, often spending entire sessions
staring at you from a safe distance with their huge
dark eyes. Any move in their direction typically
sends them into a panicked dive. Seals are certainly
not to be feared, and are fun companions in the water.
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Conclusion
If it hasn’t been made obvious in the preceding pages, Alaska is not Hawaii, California, or Indonesia…Alaska
is Alaska, its own breed of surfing animal. If you come expecting an experience similar to what you are used to,
you will be disappointed. If you come looking for adventure, wilderness, beauty, or a tight knit, hard core surf
community, chances are you will find it. If you can’t grasp the fact that surfing in Alaska is much more than just
riding a great wave, you will be missing out on a large part of the experience. These days, with the quality of
wave pools improving drastically, if you simply want to ride a wave, you theoretically don’t even need to get in
the ocean anymore. This is not what Alaska is all about, however. Alaska is about the adventure, the wilderness,
the weather, and the wildlife, in addition to the waves. I suggest keeping as open a mind as possible. Realize
that the journey is often the best part of the experience, and enjoy whatever comes your way. Being creative
towards equipment selection helps—if you only consider yourself a shortboarder, you may miss out on great
longboard or SUP opportunities.
Everyone has their limits when it comes to handling the cold—at some point you will find yours. Once you do,
listen to your body and keep your surfing fun. No matter where you are in the world, if you aren’t having fun,
you shouldn’t be in the water. Nowhere does this hold truer than in Alaska, a land of such extremes.
Finally, a note for beginning surfers: You are in for a challenge. It often takes many years to become a marginally proficient surfer, and in Alaska, the difficulty is compounded by inhospitable weather conditions. If you
have the constitution to make it in Alaska, however, you will be equipped to surf anywhere in the world—so
if you feel the love, don’t give up. Surfing is one of the most uniquely amazing ways we humans have of connecting with the raw energy of nature, and I don’t know of another place on the planet that has the potential to
connect us so deeply. Have fun, and good luck!
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Scott Dickerson grew up in Homer, Alaska, and has been surfing and photographing his passions for the past
15 years. Though still a relative beginner at surfing, he’s a seasoned pro at surf exploration in Alaska. Over the
years he has graduated from hypothermic body surfing sessions in hand-me-down 2mm wetsuits to the relative comfort of airplane and boat-assisted surf missions in heated vests, and surfs everything from knee-high
wind slop to perfect overhead barrels, all under the watchful gaze of the Alaskan wilds.
Supported by a tight-knit community of fellow surfers, Scott plans to spend the rest of his life exploring Alaska
for new waves, living out his own personal wet dream in one of the most virgin surf locales on earth. If you
are interested in joining Scott in his search, please feel free to contact him via www.SurfAlaska.net, the surf
company of “The Last Frontier.” In addition to spreading the stoke for ice cream headaches through inspiring
stories and professional photographs, Surf Alaska offers guided trips, and rents and sells all of the basic surfing
gear you will need to join Scott and his friends in the water.

Scott Dickerson SUP surfing his home break. Photo by Jake
Schmutzler.
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